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Abstract
A problem of aberrant behavior detection for network communicating computer is discussed. A novel approach based on dynamic response of computer is introduced. The computer is suggested as a multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) plant. To characterize dynamic response of the computer on incoming requests a correlation between input data rate and observed output response (outgoing data rate and performance metrics) is used. To distinguish normal and aberrant behavior of the computer one-class neural network classifier is used. General idea of the algorithm is shortly described. Configuration of network testbed for experiments with real attacks and their detection is presented (the automated search for XSS and SQL injections). Real found-XSS and SQL injection attack software was used to model the intrusion scenario. It would be expectable that aberrant behavior of the server will reveal itself by some instantaneous correlation response which will be significantly different from any of normal ones. It is evident that correlation picture of attacks from different malware running, the site homepage overriding on the server (so called defacing), hardware and software failures will differ from correlation picture of normal functioning. Intrusion detection algorithm is investigated to estimate false positive and false negative rates in relation to algorithm parameters. The importance of correlation width value and threshold value selection was emphasized. False positive rate was estimated along the time series of experimental data. Some ideas about enhancement of the algorithm quality and robustness were mentioned.
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Introduction

An actual and very important security task of defending network servers from attacks is solved usually by intrusion detection systems (IDS) based on different approaches [1, 2]. One can mention signature based methods, behavioral methods, heuristics and machine learning techniques [3, 4]. Most approaches deal with known attacks and only few ones – with unknown, so called, zero-day vulnerabilities.

Comparison of host-based IDS (antivirus programs as a commonly used case) and network-based ones shows better adoption of host-based approach to unknown attacks detection. The world of network servers is quite different. Intruders can use not only leaks in system software (network stack implementation and the most basic services) but also leaks in application server software. Such software is based on Web technologies mainly and may be implemented by using many different languages, frameworks, libraries, engines and protocols. The number of potential leaks in Internet applications and their availability for hackers significantly exceeds the number of ones in host operating systems and host applications. A perspective way to solve the posed problem is to enrich host-based intrusion detection methods with network specifics. There are many different approaches to perform such task.

The simplest use of neural network to adopt knowledge from data is supervised learning. Straightforward solutions look successful [5], but they face problem of labeling of training data for real network traffic. Unsupervised learning promises classification without preliminary labeling, but preprocessing stage of gathered fixed number of features is suggested as a principle limitation, because new attack or other type of anomaly to be detected properly may need one more feature. Specifics of self-organized maps require additional methods to find out the kind of investigated sample of traffic [6].

One-class classification with neural networks combines simplicity of supervised learning and independence from labeling. There is a brave attempt to apply such approach for network anomaly detection [7, 8] and even to implement IDS on its base. Neural network one-class classification helps to reveal anomalies among typical patterns. This approach leads us to online analysis of multidimensional data [9–11] and it’s known to be used not only for network anomaly detection [12]. It postulates that anomaly is just a novelty. Known data patterns combine into normal data set which accumulates indirectly knowledge about normal behavior. In this case all or almost all source data belongs to the one class of normal behavior. A survey [13] mentions support vector machines (SVM) and neural networks as techniques to solve such problem. Advantage of neural networks for one-class classification is proved by successful applications for very complicated high-dimensional cases [4] and suggested as a promising technique for anomaly detection in many surveys [9, 14, 15].

In this work we propose results of the algorithm investigation with real world attack scenarios and quality assessment estimations. Especially XSS and SQL injection vulnerability search were performed as well as SQL injection exploitation to steal the database content from attacked server.

Idea

There is an observation during significantly long time range of server working on processing of incoming requests of all possible types. This period indirectly contains information of normal functioning of the server. Supposing the absence of other disturbances including maintenance actions of server administrator, change of software and hardware configuration, vectors of instantaneous correlation response combine a set which describes all possible behaviors of the server in different conditions of normal functioning.

It would be expectable that aberrant behavior of the server will reveal itself by some instantaneous correlation response which will significantly differ from any of normal ones. It is evident that correlation picture...
of DoS attacks of different kinds, malware running, the site homepage overriding on the server (so called
defacing), hardware and software failures will differ from correlation picture of normal functioning.

For aberrant behavior recognition it’s suggested to apply neural network used for one-class classification.

More details about the algorithm are provided in [9].

Neural network synthesis

Neural network for one-class classification operates like an auto-associative function with intermediate
data compression. Neural network is trained to perform mapping from input vector \( R(k) \) to the same one on
output \( R^*(k) \). As a result of training we will have \( R(k) \approx R^*(k) \). An example of such neural network may be
multilayer perceptron with narrow hidden layer (Fig. 1).

The number of inputs and outputs of neural network should coincide with dimension of instantaneous
correlation response vector. At least one hidden layer in the middle of deep neural network must be narrowed to
less dimension than input vector to provide effect of data compression and generalization on auto-associative
transformation during learning.

Fig. 1. Example of feedforward neural network for one-class classification problem solution

Training set is composed of correlation response vectors which were gathered up on the period of normal
server work. Since the neural network performs generalization and compression of the training data some of
training pairs may be not similar to the most of training pairs. If their number is relatively small they will not
affect strongly the result of training. In fact this means the neural network will not remember such rare vectors.
They might be anomaly samples which were included to training set accidentally.

During supervised training the neural network is tuned to minimize mean squared reconstruction error of
vectors from training set (1).

$$
\bar{e}^2 = \frac{1}{L} \sum_{k=1}^{L} ||R(k) - R^*(k)||^2.
$$

(1)

The whole set of instantaneous correlation vectors is subdivided into three subsets for training, validation
and final test.

In normal operation mode after training was completed a vector of instantaneous correlation response
\( R(k) \) is feed to the input of neural network and its auto-association image \( R^*(k) \) is obtained on output (2).

Reconstruction error characterizes the value of novelty of the correlation image for the neural network:

$$
e_r(k) = ||R(k) - R^*(k)|| = \left( \sum_{i=1}^{M} \sum_{j=1}^{N} \left( r_{ij}(k) - r^*_i(k) \right)^2 \right)^{1/2}.
$$

(2)

This error is small for vectors which are close to ones from training set and large for significantly
different.

To detect anomaly one has to set threshold value for reconstruction error. The reasonable way to select
threshold is to estimate residual mean squared reconstruction error for the test subset because it is independent
with training set and algorithm. Exact value of threshold may be calculated by well-known rule of “three sigma”.

Stand

In order to fulfill the experimentation process using the algorithm of anomaly detection a stand has been
created (Fig. 2). The stand includes the server under anomaly detection system, supportive computer with
DBMS, operating as additional network infrastructure and the attacker. Therefore, the observed computer is
Windows-based and holds a web-server with functioning vulnerable website. The website uses the database
network in order to receive and present necessary information. The attacker computer is operated under Kali
Linux. Sqlmap software is used in order to generate anomaly traffic, search and exploit SQL injections, while
Acunetix silent mode is used to scan web-vulnerabilities XSS. This mode imitates real user actions, not just
generates traffic. WireShark Network Protocol Analyzer software has been used in order to damp the traffic and
receive statistics. The stand has been outlined completely in VMware Workstation virtual environment.
Fig. 2. Stand structure

There are two most popular types of network attacks observed during the experiment: Cross site Scripting (XSS) and SQL injections. Both of them represent the injections from the site of attacking website client, though they acquire some differences. During the XSS vulnerabilities exploitation, the attacker operates only with the website and its content. At XSS automatized retrieval there is the increase of memory space used and CPU usage due to a large number of requests being processed by Web Server. Apart from the communication with the attacked server, SQL injections also interact with the database, which exists in the same network, but is installed on the other server. While interaction the web-server-database-communication traffic arises. Different impact on the system allows conducting more detailed research of the algorithm.

Experiments

While the experiment is in process there are four major parameters observed: incoming and outgoing TCP, UDP and HTTP packets (bytes) and DBMS requests. Then all the data are transposed into the vectors (quantity of one type request per second). At the same time during the experiment the stand statistics is being monitored once a second. Next metrics are observed: processor usage (percent), memory usage (percent), disk input/output (bytes). Therefore, the instantaneous correlation response is derived within 28 parameters.

There are two time series of incoming and outgoing variables formed with time step equal to $\Delta t=1s$. The length of each series equals 5200 s. The first one is formed using general web-server workflow on the computer. The second time series, apart from general workflow, includes SQL injections and XSS vulnerabilities search (if found, are exploited and the information from the database is downloaded).

In order to construct a neural network for one-class classifier in MATLAB a feed-forward network with 28 inputs, 28 outputs and 5 hidden layers (with 40, 20, 8, 20 and 23 neurons in consequent layers) has been created (Fig. 3). The neural network is created to be trained in the auto-associative memory mode. During the process of training, it learns how to restore the incoming vector on the outputs. The choice of the network infrastructure is explained by the bottleneck existence with the small amount of neurons. It means that the characteristics of the training data can be generalized. The experiments with the different network structures conclude that there is the straight correlation between the width of the bottleneck and the value of False Positive mistake. The bottleneck optimal width existence may be discussed, because if the bottleneck becomes too narrow the neural network completely fails to function.

Fig. 3. Neural network structure for one-class classification problem, where «W» is weight matrix and «b» is bias

According to the result of the conducted research of the neural network structures and different training data it has been concluded, that the optimal regression coefficient is the range between 0.88 до 0.98. In cases when the coefficient appears to be below the range, the neural network experiences the incorrect training process and shows almost random numbers in the outputs. When the regression coefficient reaches 1, there is little generalization and the outputs almost repeat the input. The satisfactory optimum between generalization and precision of reconstruction was estimated as regression coefficient value 0.98.

The choice of correlation window size is also important. It is evaluated on the basis of data type and data content. For the incoming heterogeneous data with high deviation in order to decrease the number of false positives, it is needed to increase the window size. For data that are more homogeneous the less-size correlation...
ИССЛЕДОВАНИЕ НЕЙРОСЕТЕВОГО АЛГОРИТМА ДЛЯ ОБНАРУЖЕНИЯ АНОМАЛИЙ…

window is applicable. In this case, since the data are quite homogeneous and have slight deviation, according to the research experiments, it is agreed to use correlation window width of 5.

The graph on Fig. 4 represents the reconstruction errors during attack period. Red lines on timeline mark periods of searching for XSS vulnerabilities and exploiting them, black lines represent SQL injection attacks (search and exploitation). Between attacks the normal web server processing took place simultaneously: usual requests and replies.

Fig. 4. Reconstruction error graphs with attack period

The algorithm has successfully detected 4 attacks considering normal operations on the background. If the thresholds are stated correctly the quantity of False Positives significantly decreases. If the threshold is equal to 1.5 the quantity of false positives is 8 points (apart from the first anomaly when database has been launched and extra system load took place). Obviously, the lower the threshold is the more anomaly points and the more false positives are observed (unexpectedly, there appears to be non-proportional increase in numbers. In order to decrease the quantity of false positives it is needed to vary the parameters of neural network and the correlation window width. Fig. 5 presents the relation between false detections and the value of threshold settings. As it is stated there is a point

Fig. 5. False positive detection rate between attacks: 1 – Total, 2 – Between Attack 1 and Attack 2, 3 – Between Attack 3 and Attack 4, 4 – Between Attack 2 and Attack 3, 5 – Between Attack 4 for End
where the dramatic increase of false-positives starts. When choosing the threshold settings equal to 1.5, 8 false-positives are received (in 1400 points studied). This result is relatively good considering there were deviations and normal traffic. Using the signal post-processing techniques or heuristics they can be easily clarified.

Conclusion

New approach to detect anomaly using multidimensional dynamic response of controlled system is introduced and successfully applied on real world types of attack. Some investigations of neural network structure were performed to obtain efficient and robust one-class classifier. The importance of correlation width value and threshold value selection was emphasized. False positive rate was estimated along the time series of experimental data. Some ideas about enhancement of the algorithm quality and robustness were mentioned.
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